
AUGUST 2021 PROJECT UPDATE:   Middle Vernon Creek Crossing Replacement - Bottom Wood Lake Road 
Improvements - (Berry Road Roundabout to McCarthy Road)   
 
The following is an overview of the project, construction environmental monitoring and offsetting of project 
impact.  Work will begin Saturday, August 7, 2021.  
 
 

 
 
 
Project Details 
The Bottom Wood Lake Road Improvement project will provide frontage improvements to the new H.S. Grenda Middle 
School and will provide sidewalks, streetlights, bike lanes, road renewal and utility upgrades. The project is located 
between the roundabout at Bottom Wood Lake Rd, Berry Rd and Main St to the intersection of Bottom Wood Lake Rd 
and McCarthy Rd with a project length of approximately 400m.  A major component of this project is the replacement of 
the exiting culvert at Middle Vernon Creek with an open bottom multiplate structure. 
 

• Isolation and bypass of Middle Vernon Creek, including coordination with Environmental Monitor  
• Construction of CIP concrete footings and headwalls, including footing excavation and site dewatering  
• Construction of a new multi-plate arch culvert, including supply and coordination with manufacturer 

representative  
• Removal of existing corrugated steel culvert  
• Backfill and channel construction  

 
The existing culvert is a 3000 mm span by 2000 mm rise by 17.2 m invert length corrugated steel pipe (CSP) ellipse 
culvert. It has corroded away near the downstream end, with water flowing under the culvert and creating a barrier to 
fish passage during low flow. The existing culvert will be removed, and the natural channel re-established as part of the 
Project.  The existing culvert will be replaced approximately 25 m north (downstream) at the new road alignment with a 
7600 mm by 2200 mm by 21 m – 23 m (unequal lengths) multi-plate arch culvert, an approximate increase in culvert 
length of less than 6 m from the existing culvert. 
 



 
 
Permitting and Approvals 
All work is being completed during the allowable instream works for Middle Vernon Creek from August 7th to 
September 10th.  A Fisheries Act authorization is in place from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and an 
authorization under Section 11 of the Water Sustainability Act from FLNRO. 
 
Environmental Monitoring 

Monitoring of the mitigation measures fall under the following three categories:  

 
Fish Salvage  
A qualified environmental professional (QEP) will be retained to ensure applicable permits have been obtained for 
relocating fish and that the appropriate protocols and conditions of the permits are applied. Once the site is isolated, the 
QEP will complete a fish salvage. A combination of seine netting, dip netting and electrofishing with a SmithRoot LR-24 
backpack electrofisher or equivalent, will be utilized during the fish salvage operation. Any fish captured will be held in a 
clean tub with water from the watercourse as they are processed (identified, enumerated, and measured). Handling of 
fish during processing will be limited to 30 seconds or less. All fish will be safely relocated to an appropriate location 
(determined prior to the fish salvage) downstream of the Project in the same waters. The fish salvage will end when two 
passes of the isolated area with no fish captured or observed are completed. If flooding occurs onsite, the QEP will 
determine is another fish salvage is required.   
 
Turbidity Monitoring  
Turbidity monitoring will occur for the duration of instream work. Sampling locations, frequency and turbidity thresholds 
will be based on the British Columbia Approved Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life (BCWQG; 
MWLAP, 2001). Variances to this methodology will be site-based.   
 



Baseline samples will be collected each morning prior to start of construction and will be collected at a minimum every 
hour during instream work, and during times of high turbidity potential. Samples will be collected at 30% and 60% of the 
channel width at 50 m upstream of the isolation, and at 50 m and 100 m downstream of the isolation. Additional 
downstream sites may be added if needed. Turbidity will be measured with a turbidity meter that will be calibrated prior 
to the start of monitoring. Water quality will be compared to the BCWQG. Should elevations in turbidity be detected, 
work may be halted or modified until a time when turbidity returns to threshold levels and work can proceed 
effectively.  Any site-specific monitoring conditions under the Fisheries Act will be incorporated, if required. 
 
On-Site Monitoring  
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been created for the Project. The responsibilities of the 
environmental monitor include monitoring of all mitigation measures identified within the CEMP including, but not 
limited to: 

• Contractor conditions – i.e. ESC measures will be checked every morning/evening, etc 

• Monitoring of fish isolation 

• Watercourse and water quality protection 

• dust, noise and light control, and 

• oil, fuel and equipment usage/management and handling. 
 
Meet Justin Jackson. He and Katelyn Zinz with WSP Canada Inc. were busy the August 7-8 weekend gathering fish from 
the Bottom Wood Lake Road construction project area in Middle Vernon Creek and releasing them in appropriate 
downstream habitat. Justin and Katelyn worked for the better part of the day relocating approximately 250 lake 
creatures, including this big crayfish! 
 
Justin will be on-site throughout the work to divert Middle Vernon Creek and build a new crossing which will occur 

within the applicable work window from August 7 to September 10.  Justin, an environmental biologist, will keep an eye 

out for any more fish and monitor for water quality protection and more, working to ensure the project meets its 

environmental management plan. If you have questions about the environmental monitoring, please call WSP at 778-

796-0113. Call the District of Lake Country at 250-766-6677 if you have questions about the construction project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site-specific Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)  

The CEMP outlines the environmental requirements during construction activities, and has been prepared to provide the 
following information: 

• Potential environmental project impacts and environmental protection measures to be implemented; 

• Environmental monitoring requirements and incident reporting documentation and reporting requirements; 

• Erosion and Sediment Control measures; 

• Spill response measures including emergency spill response plan, reporting instructions, and documentation; 

• Soil and Water Management; 

• Other Relevant Environmental Issues such as, but not limited to: 
o watercourse and water quality protection; 
o non-hazardous solid waste disposal; 



o dust, noise and light control; and 
o oil, fuel and equipment usage/management and handling. 

 
 
 
Offsetting Measures  
The overall footprint of the proposed works includes the permanent loss of 72.3 m2 and the permanent alteration of 127 
m2 of fish habitat, and an additional 153 m2 of alteration above the high-water mark (riparian). The offsetting measures 
originally proposed have been reassessed to account for the additional Project footprint. The selected offsetting measures 
have taken into account the species of concern at this site (Wood Lake Kokanee) and the issues associated with the 
species within the system (migration barriers).  Measures have been included both on and offsite to maximize the benefits 
to Wood Lake Kokanee and other species known to be present within MVC. Table 5 describes the issues at each of the 
offsetting sites, the quantification of the offsetting measures, and the benefits to the aquatic environment. Locations of 
sites: 

 
 
 
 


